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Kees 531 

Studbook name: Kees van Raepshille Life number: 201900282 Breeder: A.G.G. Schrauwen 
Date of birth: 11 March 2019 Height at withers: 1.67 metres Lineage: Tjebbe 500 x Crown 
Sport AAA Maurus 441 x Star Andries 415 x Star Fetse 349 x Star Pref*7 Hearke 254 x Star 
Pref*4 Hotse 223 Pedigree: 22 Kinship: 18.2 % (average 17.8%)

Stallion information
november 2022

Exterior:
Breeding type: Kees 531 is a stallion with 

great breed expression, thanks to a long, 

vertical neck, a head with satisfactory noble 

expression and satisfactory feathers.  

Conformation: He is a longlined stallion 

with uphill body shape and he is slightly 

longish in the mid-section. Kees 531 would 

benefit from a slightly more closed topline. 

He has a long and sloping shoulder as well 

as a long croup with good conformation.

Legwork: Kees 531 has dry and clean 

legwork. The feet should be slightly larger.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................29-35% 

 Breeding type ........................................111 

 Conformation ........................................112 

 Legwork .................................................107 

 Walk .......................................................106 

 Trot .........................................................105

 Canter ....................................................102 

DNA testen en Veterinary:  
The stallion has met the regulatory require-

ments with regard to X-ray testing, semen 

quality and roaring.

Dwarfism:  non-carrier status  

Hydrocephaly: non-carrier status  

Chestnut factor:  non-carrier status   

Veterinary:   no observations

Roaring:    grade 2 acceptable 

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:   
Kees 531 has an inquisitive nature and 

displays true stallion behaviour. Kees has 

a dominant character. In spite of being 

easily distracted his trainability is good.

Central Examination:  
Kees 531 completed the Central Exami-

nation at the age of three. In the course 

of the test the stallion’s presentation 

started to show more calmness.

Training report:    
Walk: Kees 531 has a sound and regular 

walk, with satisfactory activity and 

length of stride.
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Character/personality:    a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult    x  pleasant

  energetic  x    calm

    frightened   x   inquisitive

     submissive    x  dominant

  hesitant    x  cheeky

    Anxiety   x   relaxed*

 Reliability unReliability    x  Reliability

 Sensitivity little    x  much

 Anxiety quickly    x  slowly

 Trainability   difficult   x   easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little   x   much

 Willingness to work   little    x  much

 Work ethics   zuur    x  happy

 Perseverance   little    x  much**

 Stamina   little    x  much***

    freezes    x  flighty

 Concentration   distracted x     focused

 learning capacity   little   x   much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc. ** mental  *** physical

Trot: The stallion moves in a light-footed, 

regular trot with good suppleness and 

use of the body. Kees 531 has good 

shoulder freedom and moves with active 

use of the hind leg and he is good at 

transitions.

Canter: Kees presents an uphill canter 

with good-quality strides and impulsion. 

In the course of the training he has 

developed more strength and has 

become less boisterous.

Riding horse aptitude:  
Kees 531 has a lot of forward go and is 

very hardworking, but he is easily 

distracted and then starts to lose focus. 

This has however, strongly improved in 

the course of the test. The stallion has 

three good basic gaits, with an eye-cat-

chingly good canter.

In-harness aptitude:   
In front of the carriage the stallion 

demonstrates lots of front and forward 

go. Kees 531 has good shoulder freedom 

and good technique in the foreleg, 

transitions come easy to him and he has 

a long moment of suspension.

 

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................7.5 

 Canter .....................................................8.0

 Balance & posture ..................................8.0 

 Suppleness ..............................................7.5 

 Transitions ...............................................8.0

 Impulsion ................................................7.0

 Total ......................................................83.5

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................8.0 

 Balance & posture ..................................8.0

 Suppleness ..............................................7.5 

 Transitions ...............................................7.5 

 Impulsion ................................................7.0

 Total ......................................................82.5

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................8.5 

 Trot ..........................................................7.0 

 Canter .....................................................8.0

 Balance & posture ..................................7.5 

 Suppleness ..............................................8.0 

 Transitions ...............................................8.0

 Impulsion ................................................7.0

 Total ......................................................84.0

Conclusie Central Examination:  
Kees 531 has successfully completed his 

Central Examination. He has a lot of 

talent for riding horse, driving horse and 

showdriving horse. He is eager to work 

but tends to be easily distracted. Under 

saddle his good canter catches the eye, 

in driven work he shows lots of front as 

well as fine use of the foreleg and a long 

moment of suspension.

Dam line:
Kees’s dam is the 9-year-old Rosa fan ‘e 

Hartstun Crown Sport AAA (Maurus 441). 

The mare has brought four foals with 

Kees being her second offspring. Rosa is 

a longlined mare. She has an expressive 

head and big eyes. She is very long in 

the neck, which is a little horizontal and 

rises slightly deep from the chest. Her 

shoulder has satisfactory slope, her 

topline should be a little stronger. Seen 

from the front stance of the legwork is 

correct, her forelegs are slightly standing 

under, the hind legs are a fraction 

sickle-hocked. She has satisfactory dry 

quality of legwork with satisfactory size 

of feet. Rosa presents an active walk 

with satisfactory length of stride and 

rhythm. Her trot has satisfactory scope 

but she stays a little high in the croup. 

Rosa is Z2-qualified for dressage and 

earned 82.5 points for her IBOP with an 

8 for walk. Rosa is a well-behaved, calm, 

friendly mare who is very eager to work.

Final conclusion:
Kees 531 is a longlined stallion with 

uphill body frame and he is a little 

longish in the mid-section. The stallion 

has a lot of go as well as suppleness. He 

demonstrates good movement technique 

in trot and canter. In the work the 

stallion tends to be easily distracted, but 

he shows good reaction to the aids.

Advice for use:  
Kees 531 is expected to improve length of 

frame with correct croup length and 

croup conformation. He can also improve 

canter and capacity for transitions.




